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i just downloaded the latest kodi again and it worked fine for a long time..then i hit a snag
and ran the repair package. i restarted my machine after it repaired and now kodi keeps

freezing up (standby button is not needed). i also cannot watch tv channels without it freezing
up, as i have noticed this has happened to everyone (at least the channels i have tried). i

tried to reinstall again, which i didnt see in the menu, i just went to the add-ons and removed
all add ons under repository and kodi and purged the add ons and then went back to add-ons
and added them one by one. kodi shows up the screen after the repair and i run it for a while
and then it freezes up. any other suggestions? i cannot watch tv unless kodi freezes up. hi,

can you enter your kodi menu when it freezes, so we can make sure it's locked properly? also,
make sure you're not loading to the tv or on your computer via hdmi (instead of going

through the tv or through the receiver). i tried your suggestion and it does not work. i have
tried almost everything now. in general, i think i need a good reset since my kodi completely

crashed. time to go to windows again. i will leave the addon tree for now. i tried several
suggestions here on the forum, and downloaded all available kodi version to no avail. the one

i have installed now crashes when i try to open. it is the exact same problem i had before.
please let me know what the solution is. hi, if you could take out the ipv6 version of this

addon, that would be much appreciated. i do a lot of internet radio and i can already hear the
shuffling and buffering that this addon does to the internet stream. it also makes it very hard

to search for things on the internet.
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troubleshoot kodi issues
is to start from the very

beginning, and try to
narrow down the problem

to its root. you said the
error was 0x80000100
and from what ive seen
from similar issues the

error code usually means
that something went

wrong with the database,
for example the file
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tsearch.db was deleted or
corrupted. so you are

saying that the library is
not available. if you look
at the kodi wiki pages for
tsearch it states that it

requires a specific
version of tsearch.db. the
version of tsearch.db that

works for me is version
1.6. as for the tsearch.db,
i went to the folder that
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contains the file and
found the one that has
the version number 1. i
did this and kodi started

downloading the new
version. then i had to

reinstall the old version
to get rid of the error.
once the old version is
installed you should be

able to run kodi and have
no issues. hey, thanks for
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the post. i just
downloaded the full

version of kodi 17.6 and
got the same error. i tried
re-installing several times
and got the same result. i

have a windows 8.1
laptop with an amd
graphics card and a

discrete graphics card.
does this affect your

solution? it sounds like a
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hardware issue, but
theres a couple of other
things to try. first off, try
downloading kodi again,

only this time use the app
downloader on the main
menu to select the full

version. doing this should
give you the same error.

the next thing you can try
is making sure your

computer has enough
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space for the full version
of kodi to download. for
example, you could try
deleting the folders and
files in your home folder

that you dont need to
make sure you have

enough space for the full
version. see how that
works out and let us
know how it goes.
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